LIGNA HANNOVER 2011
Provides Added Momentum for Industry Upswing
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Visitors came from a total of 90 nations,
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of projects were initiated, scores of deals
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year was up 30 percent over 2009, which
is very impressive indeed ," Kühne reported .
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innovations filled the 13 halls and the open

becoming a top priority for more and more

air site. "Innovations are clearly the driving

sectors of the industry. For example, light

force behind LlGNA. Many businesses sync

weight solutions for furniture making were

their innovation cycles with LlGNA, and the
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The "Iightweight.network" special presen
tation in Hall 24 highlighted the links between

LlGNA HANNOVER 2011 attracted a total

mach in es and subcontracted components in

of 90,000 visitors - an increase of 13 per

the furniture industry. Companies took advan

cent over the previous event. While the fair

tage of the special display to showcase their

has always demonstrated great international

lightweight furniture production solutions. Ac

appeal , this year 's upsurge in foreign visi

tivities here included the first "Think Light" in
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ternational conference on lightweight designs.

The show's professional audience was par
ticularly interested in the latest designs trends
and innovative surface finishing processes,
with demand focusing mainly on products
characterized by a high degree of individual
flexibility - for example, digital printing.
The next LlGNA HANNOVER will be staged
from 6 to 10 May 2013, once again in
Hannover, Germany.
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